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Future opportunities for a 
small-system scan at RHIC 



Long-range collectivity in different systems 

n  Long-range correlation in momentum space comes 
n  directly from early time t~0 (CGC) 
n  or it is a final-state response to spatial fluctuation at t=0 (hydro/transport). 
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Timescale for collectivity and thermalization mechanism? 

p+p Pb+Pb p+Pb 



Time-scale for emergence of collectivity 3 

Initial state 
 t = 0+ fm/c 

Pre-equilibrium 
t<0.5 fm/c 

Hydrodynamics 
   t ~ 0.5-5 fm/c 

momentum anisotropy 
e.g. mini-jets, glasma etc. Non-equilibrium transport Collective expansion 

e(x,y) + 

Geometry response Uncorrelated to Geometry 	 
																																																							! "##### $#####

	 
																																																							! "##### $#####

AuAu/PbPb 

pp/pA/dA/HeA 
??? 

P. Bozek, PRC, 85, 014911 (2012), J. Nagle PRL113, 112301 (2014)  

		other	T
µν(x , y)

Can we disentangle these three scenarios?   



Interpretation of small system data 4 

Initial momentum anisotropy contribution could be large 

p+Au d+Au 3He+Au 

Geometry response models can describe the data 

PHENIX 
Nature Physics 2019 

Unselltted issue.  

Hydrodynamics Non-equilibrium transport 

A.Bzdak and G. Ma 

Schenke, Schlichting, Venugopalan  



Interpretation of J/Ψ & heavy-flavor v2 data 5 

Geometry response models 
under-predicts the data 

Initial momentum anisotropy  
models seem to work 

X. Du and R. Rapp, 1808.10014 

C. Zhang, C. Marquet, G. Qin,  
S. Wei, B. Xiao 1901.10320 

pPb J/Ψ data from ALICE 1709.06807, CMS 1810.01473, D0 data from CMS 1804.09767 
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Go beyond a simple yes/no question 

Initial P-anisotropy or final state? 
non-eq. transport or hydro?  



A test with transport model 7 

AMPT transport model has four stages p+Pb 5 TeV 
Initial  After parton cascade 

After hadronization After hadronic rescattering 



A test with transport model 8 

n  Randomize azimuthal angle of the partons, but keep the pT value. 
n  Kill all initial anisotropy flow.. 

n  Add initial-flow via flow-afterburner with a random phase. 
n  This is event-wise anisotropy but uncorrelated with geometry. 

How initial momentum anisotropy survives to final stage? 

pPb 5.02 TeV 
150<Nch<200 

0.2<pT<3GeV 

With Maowu Nie, Yi Li, Guoliang Ma  



Influence of final flow by initial momentum anis. 
n  Low Nch : Final flow ≈ Initial flow expected for free streaming 
n  High Nch: Final flow increase slowly with initial flow.  
n  Final flow is biased toward direction of initial momentum flow 
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<cos2(ΨIni-ΨEP)> 
v2

2 

|Δη|>2  

0.2<pT<3GeV 

ΨIni 

ΨEP 

ΨPP 

Initial momentum plane 

Final event plane 

Initial geometry plane 

With Maowu Nie, Yi Li, Guoliang Ma  



Influence of final flow by initial momentum anis. 
n  Low Nch : Final flow ≈ Initial flow expected for free streaming 
n  High Nch: Final flow increase slowly with initial flow.  
n  Final flow is biased toward direction of initial momentum flow 
n  Weakening the correlation with initial geometry direction 
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<cos2(ΨPP-ΨEP)> 
v2

2 

|Δη|>2  

0.2<pT<3GeV 

ΨIni 

ΨEP 

ΨPP 

Initial momentum plane 

Final event plane 

Initial geometry plane 

Initial anisotropy survives and biases the geometry-driven flow!    
Similar studies in M. Greif, C. Greiner, B. Schenke, S. Schlichting, Z. Xu1708.02076  



n  The large body of correlation data from RHIC/LHC shows 
evidence for geometry response in small systems. 

n  But mere evidence for geometry response does not rule out 
possible large contributions from initial state in small systems. 

n  Disentangling these requires further detailed (A)-symmetric small 
system scan+detector capabilities. RHIC is ideal for this due to its 
flexibility. 
n  Synergy with LHC’s precision and large lever-arm in √s. 
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What questions addressed by further small system scan at RHIC? 



Time-scale for emergence of collectivity? 12 

Extend the lever-arm to bridge the three stages+ detector capability: 
 answer how much each contributes and where? 

Initial state 
 t = 0+ fm/c 

Pre-equilibrium 
t<0.5 fm/c 

Hydrodynamics 
   t ~ 0.5-5 fm/c 

momentum anisotropy 
e.g. mini-jets, glasma etc. Non-equilibrium transport Collective expansion 

e(x,y) + 

Geometry response Uncorrelated to Geometry 	 
																																																							! "##### $#####

	 
																																																							! "##### $#####

AuAu/PbPb 

pp/pA/dA/HeA 
??? 

C+C, O+O, Al+Al, Ar+Ar etc 

Jak Noronhahostier 1901.01319 Piotr Bozek, W. Broniowski PRC97 (2018) 034912 

		other	T
µν(x , y)



“On/off” behavior of IS and FS effects? 

n  Where initial momentum anisotropy becomes subdominant? 
n  What is the “turn-on” behavior for collectivity and jet quenching? 
n  What is the role of pre-equilibrium vs hydrodynamics?  
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CuCu 

XeXe 

ZrZr/RuRu 

PbPb 

AuAu 

Flow+jet quenching Initial state? ??? 

Answer these with (A)symmetric system scan + improved detectors at RHIC 

Geometry  
Scan-I 

UU 



Large A+A Small A+A 

…………. 
…………. 

p+p p+Au 
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																																																							! "##### $#####

Nucleon vs Subnucleon fluctuations? 14 

The fluctuating shape/structure of the proton:  

Role of Subnucleon 
DOF: 

Important Subdominant Dominant 

Role of Nucleon 
DOF: 

Important Dominant Subdominant 

Eccentric proton  

Round proton  

n  Asymmetric+Symmetric small system scan: 

n  Disentangle nucleon substructure from 
nuclear geometry. 

n  Valuable information for cold-QCD and EIC  Schenke 



Symmetric vs Asymmetric 

n  Asymmetric: subnucleon fluctuations more important. 
n  Symmetric:   nucleon fluctuations more important. 

n  Less centrality bias & better selection of geometry (Npart, εn & Ncoll) 
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Asymmetric system pAu dAu He4Au 
<Npart> 5.8 8.8 13.2 

Symmetric system 12C+12C 16O+16O 27Al+27Al 
<Npart> 7.2 9.5 14 

p(Npart) p(Npart) 
p(Npart) 

		p(nch)= p(Npart )⊗p(nch |Npart )



Explore geometry responses in small A+A 

n  Rise and fall of v2 reflects average geometry 
n  v3 increases with Npart reflects fluctuation-driven scenario  
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AMPT 200 GeV 

Such geometry response not expected for pure initial state picture 
Would be good to compare transport with hydro prediction 

vn calculated with participant plane to minimize non-flow 

Fluctuation dominated Split due to average geometry 
See M.Sievert J. Noronha-Hostler 1901.01319 for a similar calculation at LHC 



Geometry responses: symmetric vs asymmetric 

n  Asymmetric system: v2, v3 increase with Nch. 
n  Symmetric system: v2 rise and fall with Nch, v3 increase with Nch. 
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AMPT 200 GeV 

vn calculated with participant plane to minimize non-flow 

Different geometry response, interesting to compare also 
flow fluctuations: cn{4,..} etc.  

v2 v3 



Onset of jet quenching in small AA 

n  Better control of system size Npart and hard-scattering rate Ncoll.  
n  Same parton spectral shape but changing geometry size. 

n  Different from energy scan: same size but changing spectral shape.  

n  Different (less) initial-state effects from pA, e.g. nPDF, smaller Qs 
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Constantin Loizides 

RAA, IAA, high-pT v2, PID 
spectra possible with short run 

<Npart>~=26 in 0-5% O+O 



 Synergy with LHC small system program 

n  A short 16O+16O run at RHIC after BESII would be very timely 
n  First time comparison of same small system with ~identical Glauber geometry, but 

different initial subnucleonic fluctuations (Qs).  
n  Compare Flow and Jet quenching measurements at 0.2 TeV and 2-7 TeV  
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Proposed LHC run schedule 

Allow better understanding of results at each energy 

HI-LHC HI yellow report: arXiv: 1812.06772    



RHIC vs LHC energy-scan 
n  Similar Glauber geometry but different particle production   
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Glauber 

p(Npart) 

AMPT 

n  Expect larger multiplicity/centrality smearing @LHC 

ε2 vs Npart 

Glauber + fluctuations per nucleon 

p(Nch) 

AMPT 

ε2 vs Nch 



RHIC vs LHC energy-scan 
n  Similar Glauber geometry but different particle production   
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Glauber + fluctuations per nucleon Glauber 

p(Npart) p(Nch) 

n  Expect larger multiplicity/centrality smearing @LHC 

AMPT AMPT 

v2(Nch)  v2(Npart)  

Nch smeared by subnucleon/multiplicity 
fluctuation at larger √s 

Largely geometry response 



RHIC vs LHC energy-scan 22 

A+A p+A 



RHIC vs LHC energy-scan 23 

A+A p+A 



RHIC vs LHC energy-scan 
n  √s-dependence of v3(pT) in pA is different from large A+A !? 
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A+A p+A How about 
 O+O?  See 1904.10415 



Status of Geometry-Scan-I at RHIC 

n  Previous p/d/He+Au scan establish an active small-system program at 
RHIC at low √s, complementary to the LHC program at high √s. 

n  But current PHENIX/STAR measurement limited by detector capability. 
n  Mostly based on 2PC  + non-flow subtraction 
n  Longitudinal dynamics and how it affects existing measurements not understood 
n  Large class of multi-particle observables not explored. 

n  Impossible to do apple-to-apple PHENIX/STAR comparison with 
existing data 

25 



Non-flow systematics 
n  STAR: Subtraction significantly reduces non-flow, but may lead to 

over-subtraction at high pT (1902.11290) 
n  PHENIX: pAu non-flow could still be large. 

n  Non-flow is smaller than STAR w/o subtraction, but not shown whether it is 
smaller than STAR w/ subtraction.  

n  Closure test need to be done for PHENIX kinematics for a fair conclusion. 
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STAR kinematics 

S. Lim, Q. Hu, R. Belmont, K.Hill, 
J.Nagle, D. Perepelitsa 1902.11290 



Longitudinal dynamics 

n  Significant decorrelations effects not considered 
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p+Pb Could be 30% effects assuming 
scaling by beam rapidity CMS 1503.01692 

Why pAu reso is larger than dAu? 

		
R(ψ 3)=

cos3(ψ 3
BBCS −ψ 3

FVTXS) cos3(ψ 3
BBCS −ψ 3

CNT )
cos3(ψ 3

FVTXS −ψ 3
CNT )

1805.02973 



Status of multi-particle correlations 
n  Carry important information about EbyE fluctuations 
n  v2{4} and v2{2} change with beam energy in a non-trivial way. 

n  Can hydro models compared with the 200 GeV v2{2} data describe these 
systematics? Personally don’t know how to understand with either Hydro or 
initial state models )-: 
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No pT information in these measurements 
No multi-particle cumulants results in 3HeAu and pAu collisions 

1707.06108 



Further progress difficult w/o new data & large acceptance detector 
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What STAR/sPHENIX @ RHIC can offer in the future? 



Prospect for future small system scan 
n  Opportunities with enhanced STAR acceptance/kinematics 

n  New subsystems: iTPC (|η|<1.5, PID), EPD (2.1<|η|<5) and eTOF (2019+) 
n  Forward upgrade with pT, ET, some ID (Ks,Λ,π0) at 2.5<η<4 (2021+) 

n  New sPHENIX detector (2023+) 
n  Complementarity between sPHENIX and STAR 

n  sPHENIX:final-state effects via jet/heavy-probes+ collectivity, high rate. 
n  STAR      :bulk properties of collectivity + some hard-probes, large acceptance & PID. 
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STAR: Bulk sector sPHEIX: HARD/Rare probes 

1501.06197 



What present STAR detector can do 

n  Allow experimental definition of collectivity via two & multi-particle correlations 
n  Explore all the observables and methods developed in A+A at RHIC/LHC 
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Endcap TOF 

iTPC: 
•  Improves dE/dx 
•  Extends PID to |η|<1.5 
•  Lower pT cut from 0.125 to 
0.060 GeV/c 

EPD: 
•  2.1<|η|<5.1 
•  Improves trigger 
•  Better Reaction Plane 
•  Forward centrality deter. 

These three detectors haven’t seen small system data 

EndCap TOF: 
•  PID at η = 0.9 to 1.5 



A dream scenario 32 

  

  

Do this in parallel with LHC but with more flexibility in species!  

HI-LHC HI yellow report: arXiv: 1812.06772    

50+ papers  

A small system program in place until 2028+ 



The full proposal (under discussion) 

n  A short run of 16O+16O before or concurrent with LHC. 
n  Comparison with LHC: same geometry but different initial flow 
n  Motivate & strengthen case for future small system scan at RHIC. 
n  Own virtue: detailed study via updated STAR detector the IS & FS effects. 

n  If possible, commission trigger strategy in cold QCD (pp500GeV) 
n  Minbias and High-multiplicity triggers with low-pileup.  
n  Interesting physics with limited dataset: ridge in 500 GeV pp? 

n  Possible scan of asymmetric & small symmetric systems (2023+). 
n  Fully benefit from the STAR Forward upgrade (occupancy not an issue) 
n  Complementary to sPHENIX:  

n  sPHENIX : Final-state effects via jet/heavy-probes + collectivity, high rate. 
n  STAR:   bulk properties of collectivity + some hard-probes, large acceptance & PID. 
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also HBT, alpha cluster etc 
P. Bozek, W. Broniowski PRL 112 (2014) 112501, PRC 97, 034912 (2018) 
Zhiwan Xu et al, Nucl.Sci.Tech. 29 (2018) 186 



A STAR proposal for O+O in 2020/2021 34 



A STAR proposal for O+O in 2020/2021 35 

Assume one week low pileup, 20kHz constant collision rate  
12hour/day,2kHz data rate, 2/3 for minbias 1/3 for 0-5% central.  

Central triggers based on TPC (|η|<1.5) or EPD (2<|η|<5) 

2020 

2021 



Physics potential 
n  PID (pi,k, p, ϕ) v2 and v3 vs Nch and pT. 
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Assume v2,φ same as v2,h in pAu. Scales the 
φ v2(pT) in peripheral AuAu to match charge 
v2 in pAu, accounting for differences in 
�Npart�, EP- reso., and Nevents 

n  Decent measurement of four-particle correlations v2{4}  

Assume v2{4} in similar 
to dAu, which is 4-6%  

1707.06108 



Latest news from LHC Program Committee  37 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/820221/ Experiments still prefers 2022 



Summary 
n  Further understanding origin of collectivity require disentangling 

contributions from different stages 
n  Initial state, non-equilibrium transport, and fluid dynamics.  

n  A scan of small (A)symmetric systems at RHIC + new detector 
capabilities could disentangle the three contributions. 
n  Study shape, size, density dependence of collectivity. 
n  EbyE fluctuations are different: multi-particle correlations.  
n  Property of medium via jet quenching and other final state effects. 

n  Complementarity and synergy with the LHC small system program. 
n  Further constrain three scenarios, also nucleon vs subnucleon fluctuations 

n  STAR propose a short O+O run in 2020/2021. 
n  Motivate & strengthen case for future possible small system scan 2021+ 
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Backup 

39 



How STAR forward upgrade perform in small system  

n  Provide pT and ET differential info on particles, PID (Λ/Ks/π0) possible 
n  Properties of small systems at lower T: proxy for √s scan. 
n  Detailed exploration of longitudinal dynamics (stronger in small system)  

40 

n  Occupancy won’t be a problem for small systems up to 32S+32S 

Npart~35-60 Npart~18-35 Npart~9-18 

Performance can be further improved 


